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Fix List for MONITOR version 8.1.12 

 

General 

 CSIG-A7FGJS - Log records were created in the sql_error log during EDI import with the same Customer's 
part no. on different parts for the customer. 

 FOHN-AAHFL7 - A new Setting "Add suffix tag to identify email with MONITOR-to-MONITOR files" is added 
that will add suffix to e-mails with attached XML files. The text in the Subject field is extended with a suffix, 
[Invoice], [Order], [Order response] eller [Case]..This applies to e-mails with attached Purchase orders, 
Order responses, Invoices and Nonconformities. 

 GÅNY-AAWEVP - The Language code for Lithuanian was incorrect. 

 AFOG-ABEDCK - MONITOR shut down with a program error if you saved twice in an e-mail message sent 
by e-mail integration. 

 AFOG-ABEH2N - Find-as-you-Type (FayT) was displayed even if you had entered for instance a complete 
Part number in the Register Customer Order procedure and pressed enter to move the cursor. 

 JELA-ABLFJ8 - MONITOR shut down with a program error if you used Enter fast and several times to move 
on order rows. 

 JLÖR-ABTAK9 - An error message was displayed when you delivery reported a transferred order in the 

Manufacturing company and added parts while delivery reporting. This only affects systems with the 
supplement MONITOR Customer Order Transfer. 

Manufacturing 

 CSIG-AB7FBZ - It wasn’t possible to select with 8 characters in the Work center filed in the Loading 
Selection procedure. 

Purchase 

 LREM-A8WBLV - It’s no longer to save a Purchase order if nothing is entered in the field Suppl. code inv. in 
the Register Purchase Order procedure. This change is made to prevent problems that could occur if the 
field was empty. 

 SHÖD-A9UDGZ - A minor round off error could occur during payment of supplier invoice in another 
currency when Exchange rate differences occurred. The difference could also occur when reconciling the 
Purchase/Accounts payable ledger against General ledger when the Supplier invoice was registered in 
another currency. If the difference occurred during payment, the voucher could be found in the Load 
Vouchers procedure. 

 MSVK-AA49YQ - This applies to the Black box for payments in Singapore. The alternative to select Show 
payment suggestions in total with foreign currency is removed. 

 SHÖD-AA98D5 - In systems with the adaptation Web – EIM it is possible to preview a comment on the 
actual invoice image that you can open in the Register Supplier Invoice procedure. When you created 

the comment in the Accounts Payable Ledger procedure, the comment wasn’t displayed on the invoice 
image. Now is the comment visible no matter where it is created. 

 CSIG-AAGGJD - Print price info didn’t work properly on Finnish Purchase order forms. 

 LREM-AB49XU - This only applies to systems used in Poland. If you in the Transaction List procedure 
created a LBI Multicash file with an on account payment, the amount was displayed with a minus sign. 

 CSIG-AB4G2V - Setup price on supplier in a different currency than the company currency was incorrectly 
calculated on Purchase orders generated from the Purchase Order Suggestion procedure. 
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 LAHM-AB4K43 - News: Now it’s possible to change Merge invoices in the Supplier List procedure, list 
type International pmts. 

 SSÖG-AB4KPG - In the mass sending’s of all suppliers plans, one supplier file was sent by the wrong EDI 
link. 

 FOHN-AB5AF5 - The Import EDI Order Responses procedure changed status even if the OK checkbox 
was unchecked when saving the import. 

 FOHN-ABSB72 - Purchase order limit was activated if quantity was zero during import in the Import EDI 
Order Responses procedure. 

 MSVK-ABSGD6 - This only applies to systems used in Poland and the payment format Multicash. An 
incorrect row was included in the LBI file for Handelsbanken. 

 SSÖG-ABYG58 - It was possible to approve a greater quantity than on the order row in the Receiving 
Inspection Reporting procedure, even if the Setting "Reasonability check of excess reporting in Arrival 
Reporting?" was set on Block and excess reporting was not allowed. 

 LAHM-ACVFCS - This affects ISO payments for Nordea and the Transaction List procedure. A tag is 
removed from the payment file for SEK. 

Sales 

 LREM-A84EDM - CM and CR were displayed incorrectly on invoice basis for Service orders. 

 SHÖD-A98FT7 - The alternative Include already excepted didn’t work in the Interest Invoice Basis 
procedure. 

 SHÖD-A9F9GM - If you had credited a payment on an invoicing plan and cleared the credit against the first 
debit invoice, you couldn’t release the in advance payment again from the invoicing plan. Now it’s possible 
to release the in advance payment again, no matter if the credit is paid or not. 

 SSTG-A9TD7C - With the Setting "Type of form used to direct-print orders" set on Delivery note wasn’t the 
orders status updated to 4 (Delivery note printed) when you made printouts from the Main tab and the 
Roes tab in the Register Customer Order procedure. 

 FOHN-A9WD52 - The Packing List procedure didn’t load information about telephone, mobile and e-mail 
from Your reference. 

 FOHN-A9WDRL - Place of Terms of Delivery wasn’t loaded if you had selected Stock order as Source of info 
in the Print Shipping Documents procedure. 

 FOHN-AA2D95 - This only applies to systems used in Finland. During certain circumstances you could get a 
round off difference between the Total amount of the rows and the Total excl. tax on the order confirmation 
form. This error occurred if you used total price on orders. 

 SHYS-AA4F8S - News: The new check box EC Sales List by using Customer Code Invoice to the right of 
the field Cust. code inv in the Update Customer procedure will determine if the EC Sales List shall display 
Cust. code invoices VAT number. 

 GÅNY-AA5CSM - Incorrect amount (negative amount) was displayed in the field Not invoiced on the 
Invoicing plan tab in the Register Customer Order procedure. This could occur if you had an invoicing 
plan with both advance- and subsequent invoices and added a row with a greater amount than the 

subsequent invoice when you made the delivery reporting. 

 MSVK-AABCDK - This only affects systems in Poland. The VAT was incorrectly rounded off on the Polish 
invoice forms. 

 JLÖR-AAGFQC - The transport time wasn’t deducted if you saved without leaving the field Del. period in the 
Register Customer Order procedure. 

 FOHN-AAV9TY - The Pkge. structure in the Packing List procedure made the procedure slow if you had 
many packages. Improvements to make packing and removal of Packages faster are made. 
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 GÅNY-AAVG63 - This affects Customer orders with Invoicing plans. If you added rows on the order when 
you delivery reported the order (for instance freight) and the order only was partial delivered. The added 
rows made that the invoiced amount was greater than the amount on the delivered row on the Invoicing 
plan, the row was incorrectly displayed as Fully invoiced (green). Now will the row be highlighted in yellow 
(Partial invoiced) until the order is final delivered and the delivery row is Fully invoiced. 

 FOHN-AAWHSJ - PostNord has changed name on their logistic services as of 1 st of August 2016. You can 

find more information on PostNord's website. 

 LAHM-AAXDRB - An error message was displayed in the Register Customer Order procedure if you tried 
to release an advance invoice if the part name consisted of more than 35 characters. 

 SHÖD-AAYD9Q - The quantity and total became incorrect for partial delivered orders in the Invoicing Log 
procedure with list type Order number and list type Only total. 

 SSÖG-AB4KBZ - A new Setting "Export all text rows in Print EDI Invoices (global)" is added to set whether 
or not text rows shall be exported in the Global invoice EDI-file. 

 FOHN-ABBEXH - We have implemented the new routing code for DSC Road, valid as of 1st July 2016. The 
new file DSV_Routing.csv is available in this version of MONITOR, in patch 08.01.11.030 and on our 
Website. 

 FOHN-ABCD3F - The Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure didn’t manage bank holidays correctly 
during certain circumstances. This could only occur in systems with adaptation 63 - Deduct Transport Time 
at Delivery Schedule Export. 

 FOHN-ABFDWT - An error message was displayed during export of EDI invoice with format 618 and with 
several additional text rows on the order header. 

 FOHN-ABKKE2 - Some adjustments are made in the Packing List procedure. The Packing List procedure 
could during certain circumstances suggest negative quantity to pack in a package. The field Invoice basis 
can display more characters for Order numbers. A warning sign is displayed if there are unpacked 
packaging rows. 

 LAHM-ABNHPF - This applies to factoring with format 137. If you have a country code registered in front of 
a Zip code in the Zip and city, this will no longer be displayed in the export file. Now will only the digits in 
the Zip code be displayed in the file if you have the same country code set on the customer. 

 FPEN-ABTKCX - It wasn’t possible to make printouts by e-mail or SMS in the Print Customer Label 
procedure if a customer in the selection had a price list with a number greater than 99. 

 SSÖG-ABYHZV - The result could be incorrect if the part had alternate unit and two users tried to save the 
same order at the same time during import in the Import EDI Orders procedure. 

 SSÖG-AC3CVX - The information in the field Delivery instruction can be imported to MONITOR by format 
20 in the Import EDI Orders procedure. 

 SSÖG-ACAHW7 - Import EDI Orders with format 73 from KF (a super market) with EAN part numbers 
didn’t work. 

 GÅNY-ACEA82 - The text about Tax assessment basis will only be displayed on Swedish invoice forms. This 
text will only be displayed if you have Country code set to Sweden in the Company Info procedure. 

 SSÖG-ACHHTR - During import in the Import EDI Orders procedure with the same Customers order 
number on two different customers in the same import gave incorrect Customer code on one of the orders. 

 SHÖD-ACQJBM - This only applies to systems used in Finland. MONITOR could shut down with a program 
error during calculation of Total price in the Register Invoices Directly procedure, if the first rows on the 
invoice were additional text. 

 LAHM-ACVF23 - This only affects Finnish forms. The reference number can consist of 20 characters, 
depending on which bank you use in Finland. The invoice forms didn’t have enough space for reference 
numbers with 20 characters. 

 LAHM-ACVJMC - This affects factoring with format 137 and 230 (Factoring to Handelsbanken). If the 
Country code in the invoicing address differs from the Customers Country code, the Country code in the 
invoicing address will be used in the factoring file. 
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Inventory 

 JLÖR-ABU8S7 - Order suggestions in the Run Netting and Requirement Calculation procedures were 
always created against lead time for S-parts, which only should be made for P-parts. 

Machine Integration 

 JLIN-AAVGWY - Now you can register as many users you want of the type Machine. This applies to systems 
with the adaptation Machine Integration. 

Accounting 

 GÅNY-A7TCFG - It wasn’t possible to save an activity template in the Register Project procedure without 
moving the cursor to another field. 

 GÅNY-A8XFFW - If you in the Report Generator used the content INGSALDO in a column, the value Bal. 
brought forward was incorrectly displayed as zero in the Balance sheet, if you selected from period 1 and 

the accounting year was from January 1 to December 31. 

 SHÖD-AA5F43 - It wasn’t possible to search on an amount in the Find Transaction procedure with list 
type Spec. of open ledger records selected. 

 SHYS-AAAHX2 - This only applies to systems in Poland. Now it’s possible to use the Suppliers invoice 
number when you search in the Register Payments procedure. 

 LAHM-AAXJKN - The Archive menu item a15 that didn’t have any function is removed from the Register 
Project procedure. 

 LREM-AC7DKS - If you used the calculator (Shift + F9) in the Accrual Accounting procedure, the result of 
the calculation was displayed in the field below. 

 MSVK-ACNFYN - This only applies to systems used in Poland. If you used another supplier code in the 
Supplier code invoice field, this invoice wasn’t displayed in the Adjust VAT Register procedure, adjust 
VAT code / VAT type. 

 SHYS-AAYCKD – Now it’s possible to copy Customer- and Supplier invoices to Selection in the Print VAT 
Report procedure and use the Selection in the Adjust VAT Register procedure. 

General Settings 

 AFOG-ACPKAJ - Default values with AutoRuns of Price lists with setup price didn’t work in the Price List – 
Sales procedure. 

Management Accounting 

 LREM-AA3F37 - The price alternative Pre-calculated sales OH in the manufacturing order log was 
incorrectly calculated when reporting incorporated M-parts. Sales OH was calculated with the main parts 
calculation instead of the incorporated M-parts. 
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